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We're going to pop in, Chad.

Chad: I'm demonstrating Dragon Naturally Speaking. We know this version of speaker recognition, as
well. I'm trying to get it back on.

Click blank document.

Switch to Mozilla Firefox.

Click services.

Page down.

Click free accessibility review.

Click testers.

Click resources.

Page down.

Click free.

Click cancel.

Click WeCo's free.

Click cancel.

Mouse grid.

4.

5.

Click.

Page down.

Participant: It works!

Chad: Click learn more. 2 is 2.

Once in a while, there's a link there with the same words in it, and there is a box with options. I'm just
going to say choose 1, 2, or 3. I've seen it come up to 10 times because there's the same word for
dozens of links. It doesn't know which one I want.

Participant: This is great. Thank you for showing us.

Chad: No problem.

Participant: You helped me learn stuff . . .

Chad: Good.

We see it offers internet control. I saw that you were working in a document. With Dragon Naturally
Speaking, can you use it to manipulate a document?

Chad: Yep. Let me open Word.

Or control Word?

Chad: Yeah, you can use Microsoft Word, but it's not working with Word right now. I'll just use Word
Pad, which works just the same.

Switch to Word Pad.

I'm demonstrating Dragon Naturally Speaking.

Delete that.

Delete that.

Open new document.

Delete that.

Click file.

That's the bad thing when you're trying to dictate certain words, you want to go to the file. It doesn't
recognize the file. That's the tough part about navigating to any Word Document. It's going between -- I
will demonstrate. I can push ALT. You can see the menus, like a letter or number will show up. If F
appears, I can click on that.

If I want to save or save as . . .

Then I can . . .

It's kind of a combination between using the technology when it's helpful and using other technology
like ALT keys or something like that. That's awesome. That's really cool.

Chad: I'll use keyboard navigation. I'm searching

Keep going through the sub-menus. Say I want to go there. I hit enter.

That's the hard part about some websites. If you're using a keyboard navigation, you don't have that
focus in here, and you can't tell where I'm at. That's a big thing we test for, too, to make sure websites
have the focus indicator.

Any questions?

They were wondering what your name was. I let them know that Chad's demonstrating.

Do we have any questions out there for Chad and Dragon Naturally Speaking?

No questions.

Excellent.

Chad: Thank you.

Thank you. I think we're going to move on and see Maureen. We might stop back in a little bit. Thank
you.

